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CAC is the JAPENESE parent of Inspirisys India with 
70% stake in the co. The revenue of INSPIRISYS is Rs 
400 crs whereas market cap is just Rs200 crs. As 
against the parent co revenue 51 bn YEN (roughly Rs 
3500 crs revenue). Now see parent co is listed in 
JAPAN and trades at 7 PE with market cap of 25 bn 
USD ( Rs 187000 crs ). It is clear that global investors 
are giving 53 times of sales value. If we apply the same 
rationale to same co in INDIA how can we just give Rs 
200 crs market cap. On fair comparison the market cap 
should be Rs 20000 crs.  They have entered into 
DIGITAL IT after healthcare and others. No doubt INDIA 
will not give 20000 crs market cap buy I believe at least 
2000 to 4000 crs easily possible. A detailed note we will 
be issuing soon. Add this MNC stock. Also note that 
there is 12% stake held by known PE as you all know 
PE does not enter for 1 to 2 times gain. IN NYKAA they 
entered at 2000 crs market cap and exited at 1 lac crs 
market cap. Just imagine how PE prints money.  In my 
opinion this is not fair to see at Rs 55 when (200 crs 
market cap) when parent trades at 25 bn $. I do not 
know whether parent will out  INDIAN shareholders 
being so cheap but for sure stock will be 10 20 bagger. 
Those who are looking for multi baggers must add this 
stock. Stock is also on break out hence adding in lacs 
will help it. It is like love at first sight. 

YAARII DIGITAL will benefit from DIGITAL platform. 
WALMART said they want to invest 25$ in TATA new 
APP. Means this kind of biz will blast globally. Now 
GEHLOT got enough money to rug YAARII. Hold with 
conviction. They have life insurance and general 
insurance which very rarely can be seen. I see event his 

stock at 5x and more. 

SUBEX has some connections with MICROSOFT as 
seen in one of the tweet of A FIRUNG where he even 
referred this to TANLA also. I had already mentioned 
that SUBEX has 2 US patents. Subex traded at rs 2800 
in JAN 2001. Following factor will drive SUBEX to new 
scales…   

 

 

 

 

Change of the week 

  
11-Dec-21 Rise /Gain 

Sensex 58786 
                         

Nifty 17511 
 

 

 

Net Investments (` Cr) 

  FII DII 

06-Dec-21         (2989.7) 1701.5 

07-Dec-21 (2111.2) 2605.8 

08-Dec-21 946.8 1735.5 

09-Dec-21 7947.5 782.8 

10-Dec-21 (1092.4) 386.6 

Total 2701.0 7209 

 

 

Turnover (` Cr) 

  
FII DII Combined 

10-Dec-21     72,587 50,186     1,22,773 
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BSE  2085     1197     1.74 
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THE EOW story was fake. There seems no such case 
against ANIL SINGHAVI. 

SUBEX RKD has entered though his name is so far not 
visible as shares are in parked account. 

SUBEX is a good technology co like TANLA. 

SUBEX has tied up with MICROSOFT. 

SUBEX has 2 patents in US. 

I feel SUBEX will cross Rs 500 in next 2 years. The 
moment some clarification come that there was no case 
stock will be back to Rs 60. Above Rs 76 it will go into 
new zone and will be like TTML. 

Integra upper. M K  upper. Global offshore upper. 
AANCHAL Ispat upper.. what do I write about these co’s 
now. 

Nifty will test 17515 now which is small resistance. 
Above that feel heavy short covering will start. I see 
18000 18200 for sure. Street is heavy short with 16000 

view.     

I had mentioned DOW will rise till 16th Dec which gone 
unnoticed and street started shorting. Dow rose 650 and 
short street trapped and Sensex rose 1000 today.   

They will keep shorting at every rise as DIMAG ME 
MANDI fit hai. 16000 they want. Market drivers knows 
this and play with data and squeeze them. We had 
given long at 17000 as we believe in rally and buy dip 
whereas market players went short on data. 

We will go will our theory of BUY DIPS. 

 Integra Engg upper at Rs 96. M K EXIM upper at Rs 

147. TTML upper at 143. AANCHAL Rs 15.38 GLOBAL 
at Rs 48 what more you want..? Next in the rank is 
another MNC INSPIRISYS. Parent trade at 25 bn $ with 
3500 crs sales and INSPIRISYS at just Rs 240 crs when 
revenue is Rs 400 crs. If we use the same yardstick 
even this co should be Rs 20000 crs market cap. Why 
NYKAA PAYTM ZOMATO trade even when losses ..? 
Similarly the parent is JAPENESE is more than 
sufficient to have shares in portfolio. Must add in tons 

today as it is almost free..   

 

 

 

 

 

 5 Top Gainers 

       Stock  10-12-2021 06-12-2021 % Gain 

NETWORK 18 112.3 74.65 50.4 

HCC 17.4 11.8 47.1 

IFCI 17.5 13.67 28.6 

RIIL 974.0 779.1 25.0 

TRIDENT LTD 54.7 44.65 22.5 

 

 

5 Top Losers 

       Stock  10-12-2021 06-12-2021 % Loss 

PANACEA BIOTEC 200.65 222.8 9.9 

SUNDARAM CLAY 3990 4292.7 7.0 

SBI CARDS 922.3 990.1 6.85 

AAVAS FINAN 2590 2780.1 6.84 

GODFREY PHI 1234.3 1315.2 6.15 

 

 

 

Top 5 Picks By CNI 'A' Group 

Company 

 RIL 

SBI 

  TATA STEEL 

  SAIL 

 HDFC LTD 

 

 

 

Top 5 Picks By CNI 'B' Group 

Company 

AMD IND 

                                      KPIT 

IEX 

SFL 

                       PRAVEG COMMUNICATION 
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Now it is time of SUNIL AGRO. After hitting a new high of Rs 147 this stock is heading for rs 600 700 800 900 1000 
in the first place. Why Co have a capacity of 1 lac tons as of now and raised it to 3 lac tons a day means 3 times. 
Current sales Rs 150 crs new revenue Rs 500 crs. Debt reduced from Rs 24 crs to 16 crs means co is very very 
efficient. Which co in India does sales of 500 crs on equity of just Rs 3 crs…? I have met CYCLE co yesterday and 
found that for making sales of Rs 23 crs he need at least Rs 8 crs. Means for every Rs 1 sales is 3… ? Pharma 
does 5 times. But this co there are no bounds. Must in portfolio. If everything goes well this can be rs 10000 in 5 
years.    

There is doubt will SEBI make another order in GLOBAL directing open offer at Rs 234…?  As of now SAT order 
prevails means SEBI has 4 months to complete investigation of all 40 complaints including GIC and then make a 
fresh order. As far as S C is concerned they have just said case dismissed. Now having admitted by the INDIA 
STAR that they have not filed true disclosures means it was injustice to investors as held by SAT and therefore 
there should be open offer. Another question is who will make open offer and does they have money..? India Star is 
MAURITUIS outfit of CYCAMORE VC which is a giant fund in US. The size is so massive I do not have nos to 
explain. They own computer co ACER in USA which will explain how big they are. You can Google and find out.     

In India you can play with law. They filed wrong details and dragged case from 2008 to 2021. In USA this is not 
possible. If they do this their license will be cancelled. This case will have major ramification if the complainant move 
SEC which INDIA STAR may not allow to happen. Money no problem. Mind it in 2008 also the 20% open offer ( that 
time rule) was not subscribed as they had kept the market price higher than open offer price. Can we expect even 
this time they will do that..? 

In any case heard 1st vessel revision. By the time March we will see all 7 and if all 7 done take it from me the 
revenue will rise to Rs 350 crs from current Rs 77 crs. Rest read in our detailed note. 

Nifty fell 300 yesterday rose 300 yesterday. What happened to all those who had gone short yesterday and 
suggesting Nifty will be 16000..? I had told you with 22 RSI we can’t fall anymore and above 17515 nonstop 18200. 
We should buy dips like what we did at 17000 and now 17280. So we should buy dips.     

There is one event in US on 17th DEC. Before that Dow has to blast and it has blasted. I see it crossing 36000 
before 16th DEC. If that happen I will tell you what next. Time being stay away from A gr and be focused to B gr. 
SUNIL AGRO is my best pick. 

Dow reached 35800 though I had said 36000 will come. Still there is time. I think till 16th Dec DOW will hit new high. 
Now as far Nifty is concerned 17465 was today high so far and 17515 is the bears stop loss. I wish Nifty should 
cross 17515 today and hold just for 30 minutes. Then nonstop action till 18200 that too before 16th Dec 2021.  16th 
Dec what is that special I will tell you only on 16th Dec else you can find out on your own. 

SUNIL AGRO hit another upper CCT at Rs 154 and volumes started rising. I think this stock should cross 250 in 
next 60 days. 

ARTEFACT they are trying to control but whenever stock dips buying comes from the low and rise to Rs 70. 

TTML do not get bothered about 2 lower circuits. We have zero cost and will think only above Rs 1000 2000. 

HCC will become a true multi bagger. 

RED CARPET new developments in GLOBAL OFFSHORE.. 

Supreme Court has dismissed the Sebi appeal. This means SAT order prevails. What is that 2018 SAT order. SAT 
held that there were non-disclosure in the open offer made by INDIA STAR MSURITIUS in 2008 at 234 per share 
and it was gross injustice to shareholders. SAT gave 4 months’ time to hear all 40 complaints and pass a reasoned 
order. But Sebi preferred appeal to SC.    

India Star Mauritius has admitted that they did not disclose withal facts in the open offer which clearly could have 
influenced investors to tender shares in the open offer.  They have also admitted that their connection SERONOVA 
had committed fraud in US. Only 10% shares were surrendered in 2008. Now it is very important to note that the 
very fact they have not disclosed the same facts even after 2008 made many investors buy the shares. Hence it is 
clear that all the shareholders will be able to offer shares in open offer. 

Due to fresh admissions it is very likely that open offer will be directed. The chance is 99%. When admissions are on 
record and before SAT and SC, it is different that first time hearing. Rest you can understand.      
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Who will honor open offer..... 

Yes INDIA STAR is offshoot of CYCAMORE V C CITI BANK unit. They are so big that they own computer co ACER 
in US.  They are one of the biggest fund. They cannot escape execution of open offer if directed on them. Their 
banker is HSBC which is equally responsible. Having admitted mistakes and fraud they will never want this matter to 
go to SEC which will have more grave consequences.   

Only possibility to avoid open offer... 

In 2008 they took the share price to 270 280 and hence only 10% shares were tendered. If new open offer comes 
the only way to avoid is to take price above 300 to avoid public tender. However there are almost 40 lac shares 
which belong to these 40 complainants and if they want to avoid buying shares from them in the open offer they will 
have to take the price to Rs 600 as these 40 complainants will get at least 140% of Rs 234 as interest which cannot 
be avoided. 

This is on technical front that should trigger and share price should rise to these levels. 

Now on business front… 

Seamec 2021 average charter rate was 18000$ a day. And Seamec singed new vessel at 21000$ a day information 
from Balance Sheet and announcements. 

Now how can GLOBAL will continue to get 7000$ when their vessels are 8 years old and NORWAY make as 
against SEAMEC’s 35 years old and MALASIAN make…? It means either Seamec nos are not correct or fudged or 
GLOBAL is in mess as of now. The latter is the correct situation as global prices are hovering around 21000 to 
22000$ a day. In fact a third grade bulk carrier gets 6000$ a day. 

So Seven world class vessels will have to get 22000 $ a day, will start getting deploying at 21000+ $ on renewal and 
the process has started. We will have to be patient for at least next 2 quarters. In next 3 quarters co will become 
debt free as announced in March 21 Q. So we see the projected nos coming true in F Y 23. 

We can suggest strong accumulation. If you do not trust this then must exit at Rs 50 and reenter when this happens 
may be at Rs 500. RISK is always there without which there cannot be multi baggers. 

Why is BSE SKY ROCKETING? 

A ) LIC started big campaign that its IPO coming. This is on RADIO. It says policy holders will get shares of LIC and 
advocated to link PAN no with LIC and open D mat account. 

Now LIC has 28 cr policy holders and if even 30% opt for applying (depend on discount) then also 8 cr new D mat 
will be added to existing 9 cr d mats. 

Thus the total d mat will rise to 17 crs to 20 crs which I had predicted when issues note on BSE. 

B) Crypto bill ia moved in House. BSE is ready with the platform at Gift City. NSE will take time. CRYPTO trading 
can add Rs 50000 crs volumes every day in BSE. 

C) BSE has started monetary penalty for every default. Ref Birla precious balance sheet. Co paid over Rs 4 lacs 
penalty. This will raise existing revenue structure in a big way. 

D) CDSL valued at Rs 16000 crs will become 10x due to massive d mat expansion. Currently Bse share ( 26%) 
works out Rs 4200 crs. 

E) NSE ipo approval will not come before LIC IPO and hence till that time Bse stock will try to recoup substantial 
market cap in comparison to NSE. It has come long way from Rs 6000 crs to Rs 13000 crs + in last 3 months and all 
set to double again I next 3 months. 

INSPIRISYS hit upper circuit today. Tomorrow will cross 52 week high. Only 5 mn shares free float and 8 lacs are 
cornered in last 5 days. Now left is only 4 mn and if we assume 50% can come for selling it could be just 2 mn 
shares. Now why we say do not look at the loss co reported recently and buy with conviction is that parent market 
cap of 25 bn $, strong presence in Artificial intelligence and face recognition software and MD’s salary even when co 
is in loss were my tipping point. Also now entering into DIGITAL software’s. Just imagine what will be the earning 
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potential of this co ( Rs 10 paid up) when the MD salary is Rs 37 crs. It means co has potential to throw big nos and 
PAT could be Rs 100 crs any time. On 40 crs Equity if co report rs 100 crs PAT in next 2 years anytime then you 
decide what should be the price. Rs 25 EPS and 30 PE price becomes Rs 750 and 40 PE price becomes Rs 1000. 
So my estimate is rs 850 over 2 to 3 years and I believe will happen. You have to take your own call. 

Another penny stock where I have frozen my eyes is R R METALS. I have identified this stock in MARCH 21 when 
co reported Rs 8 crs profit in quarter alone. As far as biz is concerned they are into value added metal products like 
door handles etc which is very high margin biz. Pendemic hit them hard as they are located in MAHARASHTRA. So 
Q1 and Q2 were bad. But surely the sales was maintained at Rs 40 crs a quarter. Means co doing Rs 160 crs sales. 
Debt is nothing. Promoters honest and genuine and flush with cash so troubles on that front. Stock Rs 10 paid up. 
Now Rs 160 crs at Rs 30 crs market cap is right logic to enter this co. They analyzed that they have put API plant 
good size which can bring in 400 to 500 crs revenue to co in API which is in great demand. They will manufacture 
one key intermediary for a MNC which is assured buying hence I feel it could be a multi bagger.  Now on liquidity 
front only 3 to 4 lac shares will in free float and promoters not keen to sell. ONE FPI and HNI already entered hence 
this became my choice. Rest is up to you. 

Nifty will cross 17600. From 17600 to 18200 the journey could be smooth. If 18200 has to happen it will happen 
before 14th Dec. 

We always work for your benefit as we believe our members are our family. 

I had given buy in M K EXIM at 54 cmp Rs 160 so advice book 50% and reduce cost to make it NIL. Same goes 
with AANCHAL ISPAT so that you should not ask any query on these stocks and also have money to add new 
stocks which will come out of our 24X7 research.    

We gave buy in Ador Fontech yesterday. Three reasons PE just 11, very strong Gr, HDFC PRASHANT JAIN started 
buying slowly. Rest is your call. When P J enters stock become 5x 10x. Could be repeat of SAGAR CEMENT. 
Check from your sources as officially HDFC name has not came in public. CNI always is ahead of times. 

Next comes is WINDSOR MACHINES.  Again RJ co where PE is just 10. Windsor and Kabra are two biggest 
beneficiaries of PM's top priority Jal Jeevan Mission as about 15% cost of total project outlay is on PVC and now 
HDPE pipes, both extruded pipes and India's 2 leading pipe extrusion m/c makers are Windsor and Kabra. In 
northeast India, 90% market share is of Windsor machines. I do not have write anything more than this. Make your 
due diligence and buy. Stock has also given break out at Rs 36 today. 

CCD where street has no confidence and made exit. KKR sold at Rs 29 and stock hit new high of 48.6 today. I had 
just visited the cabini resort and it is amazing property. They have 4. So there is massive value. Debt is getting 
resolved. Co will be able to raise funds. New partner will come and stock will become once more DARLING of the 
exchange. 

AMD lot of investors felt that they are stuck. STUCK is the word which suggest you are not investor you are 
speculator. You must know that when stock is at nascent level the rise and fall will happen as operator does not like 
you to add shares though it is all along CNI efforts to pick stocks ahead of times. Now our sources (make you due 
diligence) that MNC is ready with plan to take over this bottle cap manufacture. 

NIFTY will test 17800 next week. From 17800 to 18200 let us how long it will take. As told to you till 18650 there will 
be SELL ON RISE market and after 18650 21000 buzz will start. Every correction starts will sell on rise, dead cat 
bounce etc. So ignore all these stupid buzz. If follow this you will lose track of B gr shares which is giving heavenly 
returns these days. 

RR METAL is on dream run keep adding this share in every fall. Let the API things come in public domain and 
active operator will take price to Rs 150 plus. 

We shares note on HCC at Rs 9 that time there was not even buzz on restructuring. Now after 2 good quarters 
today I saw news that LAVASA is getting buyers. This will create massive cash flow with the co. Rest you can 
decide. Stock could be 10x from here.    

MSPL another penny stocks hit upper today. 

HOLD NMDC. Steel plant 2st furnace commissioned. Market cannot ignore this. Once 2nd furnace get 
commissioned they will announce de merger which is not too far. Those who buy after the news comes will be 
different class and mentality and those who buy now will exit on news at 180 200.     
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Special feature  

 
Last week Nifty was 17196 and yesterday closed at 17546 ( Sgx 17611). Nifty 14 days RSI closed at 50 way up from last 
week’s 22. RSI 81 is far away which suggest further upside in next week. If nifty close above 17650 on Monday then 
expect 18200 very fast because 17650 will eat many resistances. 
I had given target of 18200 in Dec which many challenged me saying it is "IMPOSSIBLE" I am not hurt because even if it 
reached 17600 I am happy so long as investors are making money in B gr and minds are stabilized a bit now. From a low 
of 16850, 17600 is no mean achievement as against majority perception of 16400 16000. We understand that charts itself 
are fishing nets as they too are created by humans. Yes, charts are good in understanding accumulation and break out 
levels but charts alone will always deceive you.  Fundamentals and information has to be corroborated. All pump and 
dump stocks look great on charts as it qualifies the conditions such as volumes break outs etc. 
 
My assessment suggest that almost all chartists and their followers are short trapped when Nifty broke 17000 and they 
formed firm view that Nifty is heading to 16000. The extremely oversold position was clearly seen from RSI which went 
down to 22 whereas in normal parlance below 31 we consider market oversold. Above 81 RSI market become 
overbought. At RSI 50 market is neither overbought nor oversold. Market bounced and now it is normal and ready to 
move on either side in the short term. I see 17000 and 18200 range. 
 
What changed in this 10% fall is that traders lost 50% or more of the last one year’s gains. Retail so ld many shares in 
fear.  This is what exactly market drivers plan.  They use overbought conditions to hammer markets and street always 
over react and Nifty becomes oversold.  A lighter market is a perfect pitch for next onslaught. But here too let me tell you 
that there is nothing called free luncheon. 
Dow went down to a low of 34000 and bounced back to 35970 and may cross 36300 before 16th Dec that is next weekly 
expiry. Even Nifty may test 17800 17900 possibly by that time. But for sure there will be multiple resistances till Nifty reach 
18650 e g 17800 17880 17900 18000 18200 18300 and finally 18650.  Nifty has already crossed 3 resistance 17300 
17400 and 17500. What are these resistances...? These are nothing but stop losses of different chartists. There is no 
uniformity in charts which can be seen from the fact that I have only one target 18800 whereas there are so called 9 
resistances.  I have never been taught "TEMPORARY BEARISH LONG TERM BULLISH". This is dangerous if you follow. 
I have no words to describe.  If Nifty 30000 35000 is my target and I go by Bull Market Rule then I will buy dips every time 
and money. 
 
Either you are in BULL market or Bear market. If some FPI says that China looks good for investments they should be 
thrown in the Dragon's den. Why the hell they still invest in India? These are 2 faced animals which make statements to 
divert public attention as they have following and they also buy dips.  Leave apart, if you feel you are in a Bull Market then 
try to follow only BUY DIP... Had you followed this, 17000 had given excellent opportunity to invest. E g Tisco at 1060...? 
 
All is not yet over. You will get another opportunity very soon to buy dip. Be ready. Anything near 17000 welcome with 
both hands and grab that opportunity. This may be the last now after that we will be on road to 21000. No big correction 
for next 12 months.  Also note there is nothing which indicate bad budget. Next 50 days will be pre budget rally. Budget 
could be one step forward this time having set the right tone of growth in the previous budget. Only risk to market for 
some correction again could be a SHIT BUDGET which looks difficult. 
 
When, why, how will be answered in CHAKRY COMMENTS in www.cniresearchltd.com. Knowledge and education is 
ongoing process. Suggest subscribe this to get daily knowledge (nominal cost). I can just discuss the market direction 
here or future of some stocks or some sectors. E g textile many people are bullish but I am not. For sure there will be big 
dent in their earnings due to rising cost of cotton, coal, power and labor.  Passing on becomes equally difficult. Pak and 
Bangla were out of favored nation’s means lost en route 13% E U duty hence Indian exports will lose shine. I am still not 
ready to become positive on pharma. Omricorn did create some hope but for me It is dead pitch as we are far away from 
the covid 19 crisis. Our vaccination reached 130 crs and let me remind you as early as May June I had said we will reach 
100 crs by Dec. 54% population is double vaccinated. 30% will not require vaccination so we are close to reach the 
landmark of 100% soon. 
 
You can have access to many research reports (for a price) not notes on companies (most became multi baggers) 
covered by CNI RESEARCH LTD which are also read by 3900 FPI through our channel partners. Else you can download 
it from our channel partners Dow Jones, Reuters and or Bloomberg etc.. 
We picked up  Windsor Machines as stock was trading at just 10 PE which suggest there is no downside. Now for upside 
Windsor and Kabra are two biggest beneficiaries of PM's top priority Jal Jeevan Mission as about 15% cost of total project 
outlay is on PVC and now HDPE pipes, both extruded pipes and India's 2 leading pipe extrusion makers are Windsor and 
Kabra. In northeast India, 90% market share is of Windsor machines. Also its Ahmedabad land bank touching AHD 
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UDAIPUR highway is massive which makes this a cheapest stock. 2 decade back also I had picked this stock at Rs 30 
but only difference was that it was Rs 10 paid up then and  Rs 2 paid up now. It should be a star performer for the reasons 
explained above. If it cross Rs 45, which it will, then stock will be in no man's land and will prove to be a multi bagger. 
Another was again from a stable background but with good upside is ADOR welding gr co ADOR FONTECH. Keep on 
radar. 
 
Subex HCC both these stocks were named in EOW complaint ( print story ) which heard is fake one  and proved so  as 
Subex bounced from Rs 50 to 58 and Hcc from Rs 11 to 18.  Then came the news in Subex as well as HCC. Subex hired 
good head whereas HCC set to sell LAVASA.  Clear lead that the story was planted. Perfect opportunity to buy dips. Now 
Subex is ready for big innings as it is near break out above 59 stock will be in new orbit. Both these stocks hold for sizable 
period as they both will become multi baggers. 
 
The ride from 17500 to 18650 will not be smooth as explained above for multiple created resistances. There will be one 
off opportunity also which I cannot discuss here. Market loves surprises. Anything which is predictable gets discounted 
very fast. But let me repeat once again market will cross all resistances and blast above 18650 in coming months. This is 
simply because Nifty has to test 35000 and therefore 18650 cannot be the top of the market. In the world of bulls and 
bears rise and falls are structured. The rally is structured one only fact is that Market drivers want bears to sell ahead of 
every resistance and market travel to next destination after crossing the first. All derivatives data is structured and if you 
go by data strictly you will have googly which we saw this week more precisely Monday and Tuesday and Wed. Market 
was exactly contrary to data and almost all traders were foxed. 
 
 
Be focused, have proper balance of A gr  B gr micro caps and penny stocks. Metal sector is ready for big upside now as 
majority are tired and with run in these stocks they will prefer to exit rather than buy more. Star performers will be Tisco 
(Tata Sons may raise stake) SAIL (divestment candidate) and NMDC (1 st furnace commissioned) pre condition for de 
merger. 
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Global Indices 

 
Country  Indices         Date Index Net Change      Change % 

Hong Kong Hang Seng 11/12 23,995.72 -259.14 -1.07 

Singapore Straits Times 11/12 3,135.61 -6.84 -0.22 

United States NASDAQ 11/12 15,630.60 +113.23 +0.73 

United States DJIA 11/12 35,970.99 +216.30 +0.61 

United States S&P 500 11/12 4,712.02 +44.57 +0.95 

Japan Nikkei 225 11/12 28,437.77 -287.70 -1.00 

United Kingdom FTSE 100 11/12 7,291.78 -29.48 -0.40 

Malaysia KLSE Composite 11/12 1,488.88 -12.91 -0.86 

Indonesia Jakarta Composite 11/12 6,652.92 +8.99 +0.14 

Thailand SET 11/12 1,618.23 -0.13 -0.01 

France CAC 40 11/12 6,991.68 -16.55 -0.24 

Germany DAX 11/12 15,623.31 -15.95 -0.10 

Argentina MerVal 11/12 85,441.38 -1,103.54 -1.28 

Brazil Bovespa 11/12 107,758.30 +1,467.10 +1.38 

Mexico IPC 11/12 51,213.48 -24.54 -0.05 

Austria ATX 11/12 3,789.27 -20.26 -0.53 

Belgium BEL-20 11/12 4,160.17 -24.01 -0.57 

Netherlands AEX General 11/12 788.01 -3.90 -0.49 

Spain Madrid General 11/12 824.38 -3.96 -0.48 

Switzerland Swiss Market 11/12 12,607.73 +0.10 0.00 

Australia All Ordinaries 11/12 7,667.93 -21.51 -0.28 

China Shanghai Composite 11/12 3,666.35 -6.69 -0.18 

Philippines PSE Composite 11/12 7,192.17 -42.75 -0.59 

Sri Lanka All Share 11/12 11,393.48 +215.05 +1.92 

Taiwan Taiwan Weighted 11/12 17,826.26 -87.86 -0.49 

South Korei KOSPI 11/12 3,010.23 
-19.34 

-0.64 
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